
ABC: Building Year, Book 8
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Summary

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBsUra9Uf_EzHWyBgRdx6ShMRhnVAwElD

This book focuses on resilience. 
Resilience is an ability to bounce back, 
recover from adversity, or return to your 
original form. Caring adults can help youth 
develop resilience. 

Resilience is built upon 7 building blocks: 
competence, confidence, support, positive 
values, contribution to others, coping 
strategies, and personal power. 

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLBsUra9Uf_EzHWyBgRdx6ShMRhnVAwElD


Information:
Lesson Goals
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Continue developing a growth mindset 
that embraces the process of learning.

1. Learning from mistakes to develop 
resiliency.

2. Finding joy in discovering new 
sparks and interests.

3. Turning I can’t (reactive) attitudes 
into I can (proactive) attitudes.



ABC Readers: Information
Growth Mindset
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It’s OK  that:

1. We’re all a mixture of fixed and growth 
mindsets…

2. We will probably always be… 
3. If we want to move closer to a growth 

mindset in our thoughts and practices, 
we need to stay in touch with our fixed 
mindset thoughts and deeds. 

Carol Dweck, author of Mindset



ABC Readers: Information
Learning From Failure

“When caring adults view failure as an opportunity to be embraced 
rather than something to be avoided, kids will be more willing to take on 
new challenges and will develop the strength to cope.”      

-Jenny Friedman, Executive Director of Doing Good Together
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How Caring Adults Can Help:

•When children express disappointment with their performance after trying something 
new, empathize, and remind them how much courage it took to make the attempt. 

•Discuss how failure is temporary and a natural part of the learning process. 

•Help youth explore options and strategies to approach the problem in new ways, as 
a part of learning.

•Show confidence in their ability to deal with a setback. 
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Conversation Starter: Younger Grades

Adapt for Goals #1, 2, 3 

I’m an OK bean bag tosser!

Option 1: Use pair share or partner share 
to start a conversation about your lesson 
goal*.

•What new thing have you tried lately?

•What happened? Did it start out hard or 
difficult?

•What kept you trying?Allow time for 
sharing between partners. 

*Consider using bean bags as props 
during this pair share. Distribute a bean 
bag to each pair. The person holding the 
bean bag repeats the ABC Reader’s 
prompt/question for their partner and 
gently tosses it to their partner. After 
receiving the bean bag, the partner 
responds to the question. After the ABC 
Reader provides the next question, the 
partners switch roles. 



Conversation Starter: Older Students
Adapt for Goals #1, 2, 3
When life shakes us up a bit, we can choose how to react
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Sometimes, we feel like exploding, 
like a fizzy bottle of soda water when 
we face tough problems. We may be 
afraid of failing or don’t have practice 
trying out new solutions. The problem 
or challenge may seem permanent 
and unfixable. We can get stuck in an 
I can’t attitude (negative self-talk, 
fixed mindset, mud thoughts).

Ask students to share I can’t attitude 
statements that can keep them stuck 
about learning how to respond to 
tough problems.*

•I give up
•I can’t do it
•I already tried it
•I don’t want to
•That’s just the way I am
•There’s nothing I can do

*Ask permission in advance to bring a fizzy start to 
this month’s lesson! Bring the group outside and 
vigorously shake a bottle of soda as you share this 
Conversation Starter. Students can shout I can’t 
attitude statements as the soda water explodes 
from the bottle onto the grass.
                                         Continued on next slide..



Conversation Starter: Older Students
When life shakes us up a bit, we can choose how to 
react
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When we are shaken up, we can choose to respond 
with a calm, cool, I can attitude (positive self-talk, 
growth mindset, clear thoughts). An I can attitude 
helps us be OK with enjoying the process of 
learning. We can choose to be OK with discovering 
new sparks and trying new things. 

An I can attitude reminds us that we can’t control 
everything, but we can control how we react to a 
problem. An I can attitude helps us see problems 
and challenges as temporary or fixable. 

Ask students to share I can attitude statements that 
help them try new strategies to respond to tough 
problems and be OK with being OK *These may 
include: 

•I’ll try it
•I’ll do it
•I can do better if I try again
•Let’s look at all of our options
•I choose to
•There’s gotta be a way

*Shake up a bottle of still water. 
Students can shout I can attitude 
statements as the flat water spills 
calmly from the bottle.



Conversation Starter: 
Goals #2, #3 Going Deeper- Upper Grades
Could you be OK with enjoying your spark?

“So, please ask yourself: 

What would you do 

if you were not afraid?

And then go do it.”

-Sheryl Sandberg
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Reading the Book: 

For younger students: Ask them to listen for how the main character, 
the OK Kid, feels about being OK with various experiences. How does 
the OK Kid choose to react? Read the book completely through the 
first time. Next, show the students selected pages. Give them time to 
really look at the illustrations before asking the discussion questions.

For Older Students: As you read the book, ask students to try to 
practice an I can attitude (growth mindset). Think about it-Can it be OK 
for you to be just OK at something you like to do?



Discussion: All Grades
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• What are some things the OK 
Kid tries?  

• How does the OK Kid feel 
about these activities?

• When you say I am OK at… 
How does that make you feel?

• Is it OK to be OK?
• How do you know?



Discussion: All Grades
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I am an OK ___________

*Ask the Students: How would you finish this sentence?



Activity Ideas: All Grades
Goals #1 and #2
The OK Pantomime Game 
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Tell the students you are going to play a game where they can 
act out: I am OK at _____. 

Act out something you are good at. Act out something you want 
to try. 

The other students have to guess what it is!



Activity Ideas:  All Grades
Goal #1, The OK Book
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You may choose to 
use the following:

Dare to Try hand-out

OK booklet

UPStander booklet



Activity Ideas: All Grades
Goal #3, Being an OK Kid
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Some equipment you might need: juggling balls or Kleenex or handkerchiefs, 
jacks, balls, Frisbees, hula hoops, yo-yos etc. 

Have the students try some of the activities the OK Kid does in the book. Set the 
tone for the activity as something fun to do for the sake of trying and doing, not 
mastering. Talk about how trying something new may be out of their OK zone and 
more in their Dare to Try zone. Stress that they have control over how they react 
to trying the activity. 

Create a signal that the students can flash after each of these activities that show 
if they were OK (OK signal, one thumb up) or felt a little more daring (two thumbs 
up). Stop after each activity to ask the students how they felt about the activity.



Activity Ideas: All Grades
Goal #1, Making OK Paper Airplanes
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Use the tutorial to assist your 
class in creating OK paper 
airplanes. The tutorial gives 
step by step instructions (3:53). 

Being OK with making an OK 
paper airplane helps us try 
something new, just for the fun 
of gaining a new experience. 
Dare to try and give your plane 
its first flight outside.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv1nECoQLw4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kv1nECoQLw4


5-Minute Huddle: 
Reinforce key concepts and prompt a call to action
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On the Project Cornerstone poster please:

1. Adhere the new book cover

2. Acknowledge any questions or                                 
comments found in the envelope.

3. Review previous month’s goals.

4. Share what was learned today

Think about something you have thought about doing but haven’t tried.  
It may be something you’re excited about, something you want to start 
doing, or do at a different level. What would it be and what is the first 
step you can take to achieve it? Turn to the person on your right and 
share your thoughts with them. Tell them one thing you will be OK to be 
OK at trying!

5. Make new goals for this month.
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